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Abstract

In this paper we examine the latest chapter in the relationship between the state and the voluntary sector in the UK. We present an analysis of the UK Government’s ‘National Citizen Service’ scheme and map the landscape of youth services over the past decade. Drawing on interview data with delivery providers of the programme, and key government and policy actors, we explore the new geographies NCS has created and reflect on the wider implications of this programme in austerity Britain.

Introduction

It has been 10 years since the UK Government formally launched the voluntary youth programme National Citizen Service. During that time, over 600,000 teenagers have taken part in NCS in England and Northern Ireland, a scheme whose mission is ‘to inspire generations of citizens through a shared experience that develops character and bridges social divides’ (NCS, 2021). As a four-week programme, young people engage in adventurous outdoor activities and a social action project in their local community to ‘fast track their futures’. Independent evaluations have documented the positive impacts of NCS (Ipsos MORI, 2014), which now holds a Royal Charter, but the scheme has also provoked fierce critique over its value for money (Local Government Association, 2018; National Audit Office, 2017).

NCS is a significant case-study for many reasons. Our project on the geographies of NCS has examined the ‘brand’ of youth citizenship it promotes through youth volunteering (Mills and
Waite, 2017a) and its focus on ‘social mix’ to fix ‘Broken Britain’ (Mills and Waite, 2018), set within a wider ‘character agenda’ for children and young people (Mills, 2021). As a scheme, National Citizen Service connects to important ideas explored in this journal about making (young) citizens and the scalar geographies of citizenship formation (Anderson et al. 2008; Huckle, 2015) but in a programme outside the classroom and formal educational curriculum (Pykett, 2010). The example of NCS also matters as a topic for critical geographical enquiry because it represents the latest chapter of the relationship between the state and the voluntary sector in the context of youth services. As NCS reaches the milestone of a decade, it is an opportune moment to reflect on these important new geographies, specifically on the state and voluntary sector in austere times.

Geographies of Austerity and Youth Services

The last decade has been a noteworthy period of social and economic change in the UK driven by austere policies in response to the global financial crisis, resulting in intersecting inequalities (Greer Murphy, 2017; Farnsworth, 2021). As many scholars have demonstrated, the geographies of austerity go far beyond fiscal policy and shape everyday lives, homes, and families (Hall, 2019; Stenning, 2020; Hitchin, 2021; Horton, Pimlott-Wilson and Hall, 2021). We recognise and condemn the cuts to public service investment in austere times: for example, in housing and welfare (Wilkinson and Ortega-Alcázar 2019) that has fuelled the rise of food banks (May et al. 2020; Denning, 2019) and the funding cuts to public libraries (Norcup 2017, Hitchin, 2021), museums (Morse and Munro, 2018) and the focus of this specific paper, youth services and youth work (Youdell and McGimpsey, 2015; Horton, 2016; Davies, 2019).

The impact of service withdrawal for children, youth and families over the past decade has been well acknowledged by scholars and activists (Horton 2016; Hall, 2019; Horton, Pimlott-Wilson and Hall, 2021; McKendrick et al. 2014; Lambie-Mumford and Green, 2017; Davies, 2019). This landscape has shaped young people’s identities in austerity Britain and how they anticipate their futures (McDowell, 2012; Pimlott-Wilson, 2017), connecting to longstanding work and themes in children’s geographies (Yarwood and Tyrrell 2012). Set within this important context, this paper focuses on a youth programme that has, by sharp contrast, grown during this period of austerity.
‘Good principle, bad timing?’: NCS as the new kid on the block

On the one hand, NCS represents one of the biggest ever state investments in a stand-alone youth programme, with over £1.3 billion pounds of investment to date. Yet on the other hand, there have been clear tensions surrounding its favoured place in an age of austerity compared to the decimation of local youth services and youth clubs (Davies, 2019; de St Croix, McGimpsey and Owens, 2020).

As early as June 2011, the summer that NCS formally launched following a pilot, the Education Select Committee asked whether it was a ‘good principle’ but ‘bad timing’ (House of Commons, 2011). Average public spending to UK youth services fell by 27% between 2010 and 2012 (Butler 2013) and these cuts have intensified and deepened ever since. On the 10-year anniversary of riots in a number of English cities, The Guardian reported that £372 million had been cut from the national budget for youth services between 2011 and 2019/20, a 73% decrease when adjusted for inflation (McIntyre, Duncan and Siddique, 2021). The growth and development of NCS during this period, as the ‘new kid on the block’, is therefore important to recognise and it has ultimately tarnished its early development and buy-in from key actors.

Rather than using local authorities to universally deliver NCS, the state also chose not to collaborate with traditional voluntary sector organisations such as The Duke of Edinburgh scheme or The Scouts or Girlguiding. Indeed, the state created a short-term summer-based competitor to these longstanding providers of outdoor education and personal development, and the statutory youth service. NCS has been a youth programme driven from the heart of government by several key champions, rather than a swell of popular voluntary support or grassroots activity. The scheme was initially housed in the Department for Education but transferred to the Cabinet Office and is now managed day-to-day by ‘NCS Trust’, who both oversee contractual partnerships and promote the programme. NCS Trust are a not-for-profit community interest company, however the programme retains oversight from the civil service via the Department for Digital, Culture, Media, and Sport.

In practice, the NCS programme has been managed and delivered by a range of different regional providers that includes private sector partnerships, businesses, NGOs, voluntary organisations, charities, social enterprises, not-for-profits, and further and higher education providers. The state essentially created a marketplace for the delivery of NCS through a
competitive tendering and bidding process, which has also created regional disparities in the NCS experience. This landscape of provider contracts has created new geographies of youth services, which are important to map because they represent the latest chapter in the relationship between the state and voluntary sector, to which we now turn.

Geographies of the Voluntary Sector and the Shadow State

The place of the voluntary or third sector has been vitally important in recent years for understanding the dynamics of public sector cuts and neoliberal governance (Meegan et al. 2014), often manifest as ‘austerity localism’ (Featherstone et al. 2012). Voluntarism has operated as a key mechanism to fill the gaps of state withdrawal (Clayton, Donovan and Merchant, 2016) as part of a broader ‘progressive localism’ (Williams, Goodwin and Cloke, 2014). Furthermore, the past decade has been a period of change for the voluntary sector in terms of uneven local government spending (Clifford, 2021). Indeed, an increasingly professionalised yet precarious voluntary sector is itself not immune to spending cuts and challenges in austere times. These dynamics have compounded in recent years with former Prime Minister David Cameron’s ‘Big Society’ vision (Featherstone et al. 2012; Mohan 2012), within which NCS was originally framed (Mycock and Tonge, 2011).

NCS is a unique case-study though, in that rather than the voluntary sector filling a gap where the state has withdrawn, this is a state-funded programme that relies on the voluntary sector (in part) but via a new neoliberal competitive marketplace. Here, different actors compete in a space that has traditionally been the arena of state-funded local youth clubs and services, or grassroots voluntary youth movements.

In many ways, the above development of NCS can be seen as another example of ‘the shadow state’, a term coined by Jennifer Wolch thirty years ago through her ground-breaking study on the role of the non-profit and voluntary sector in the US and UK. She illustrated how this sector delivered public services, filling in the gaps of service withdrawal, yet where the state often still funded, or certainly exerted authority over, voluntary organisations. Since then, geographers have examined the development of the shadow state as a ‘para-state apparatus’ (Wolch 1990: xvi) that has impacted the independence of the voluntary sector and wider social welfare systems in various countries. This sub-field has moved ‘out of the shadows’ (Fyfe & Milligan 2003) to capture wider geographies of voluntarism in diverse contexts (Milligan, 2007; Skinner and Power 2017) and the relational geographies of the
shadow state (Trudeau, 2008, 2012; DeVerteuil, Power and Trudeau, 2019). Research has also charted the increasing professionalisation of the voluntary sector within a contested landscape of corporatist and grassroots organisations (Yarwood 2011). Jones and Royles, drawing on the example of youth governance in Wales, recently argued that ‘we must ultimately accept that the shadow state is constructed in different, sometimes contradictory, ways. The meanings ascribed to it are mutable, flexible and context specific.’ (2020: 42). In this vein, we now turn to a more detailed examination of NCS drawing on interview data from regional and local providers including social enterprises, businesses, charities, and notably voluntary organisations.

This article addresses two key aims drawing upon our recent research. First, we examine the landscape of ‘winners and losers’ NCS created via a new marketplace, revealing a mixed geography of service provision that has led to benefits and challenges for the voluntary sector. Second, we outline NCS’ favoured place as a major investment in times of austerity, during which youth services via local authorities have suffered financial cuts. In doing so, we demonstrate how NCS has reconfigured the state-voluntary sector relationship in the context of youth services. This discussion contributes to debates on geographies of youth work in times of austerity (Youdell and McGimpsey, 2015; Horton, 2016; Davies, 2019) and on the wider relationship between the state and voluntary sector (Wolch 1990; Trudeau, 2008; DeVerteuil et al. 2019; Jones and Royles, 2020).

The data presented in this paper is primarily from 23 semi-structured interviews with former and current NCS delivery providers, as well as analysis from 8 interviews with key architects and policy actors. These interviews formed part of a wider ESRC research project that explored the state’s motivations behind, the voluntary sector’s engagement with, and young people’s experiences of, NCS (Mills and Waite, 2017b). The provider interviews primarily focus on the ‘winners’ of this youth sector landscape, given participants represented organisations that held current or recent NCS contracts. However, the interviews captured several challenges by both current and former providers, which develops our understanding of the key debates outlined above.

**The NCS Marketplace**

This section reveals the landscape of winners and losers NCS created via a new marketplace, as well as examining the motivations and experiences of NCS providers. NCS operates through regional delivery providers (RDPs), some of whom deliver the NCS programme.
themselves, and others who decide to sub-contract out to ‘local delivery providers’ (LDPs). RDPs bid for fixed-term contracts via a procurement and tendering process and our research identified two types of organisations that bid for RDP contracts since 2011. First, those who felt NCS chimed with their existing aims and mission; and second, those who extended or ‘stretched’ their aims and diversified their business model to compete. These contracts have led to the emergence of a competitive and unequal geography of provision, as well as ‘new players’ in the delivery of youth services, much to the dismay of established youth workers.

Although a grants-based model is now commonplace within the voluntary sector, the more formalised procurement process of NCS via the civil service, with 50% of core funding as a pre-payment and 50% as payment by results for meeting recruitment targets, was a concern to many voluntary organisations wary of the financial risk. As such, several larger businesses and organisations, some without histories in youth work, were successful in securing RDP contracts. Ultimately, smaller charities and voluntary sector organisations have been ‘squeezed out’ from the large RDP funding because of financial precarities. As one interviewee explained:

‘because we’re a small organisation…there isn’t the same opportunity to influence what’s happening…that’s you know just as a result of the size of the contract and how it’s structured, the financial risk is too much for us to be at that level.’

Smaller organisations that had managed to secure at least one contract as an LDP spoke of the stress of bidding and their lack of expertise in grant-writing, or the cost of buying in that expertise. Cashflow issues were mentioned by several interviewees, for example:

‘we’re a charity, we don’t have big financial backing, we have a very small reserves pot, the cashflow situation with NCS is horrendous…So we couldn’t go for an RDP level because we don’t have that amount of cash behind us to fund everybody else’s cashflow issues as well…it’s great to be part of something that potentially has such a sea change of how teenagers are in our society. So that’s really good. The biggest downside is the complications of working in the contract.’

Interestingly, some of the smaller charities interviewed talked about how these new players from the business world often ‘shielded’ the voluntary sector by taking the hit as RDPs on large financial losses. Indeed, due to the financial risks, in the early days of NCS, several organisations entered into consortiums to take the ‘plunge’, as one provider described.
Many regional and local providers utilise established networks of youth work organisations, essentially their own “supply chains” as one participant stated. NCS on the ground quickly became reliant on the voluntary youth sector for its knowledge, expertise, credibility, and access to young people. Many partners reflected on the value of being part of consortia given their inexperience in this process, but it is clear austerity (ironically) also hampered direct delivery of NCS, as one participant explains:

‘2011 was the start of the really intense cuts, so that affected, that actually decimated the youth work provision in [the city], which we were hoping to rely on…So that was really bad.’

As another organisation explains, their motivation for engaging with NCS was actually to try and maintain funding to smaller providers in the face of other cuts:

‘Primarily we came into this to throw the money back into local authority and voluntary sector organisations, we were not in it to…directly deliver ourselves.’

It is clear though that NCS represents a much longer trajectory of instability and precarity for the voluntary sector, as one organisation explains:

‘We used to be destabilised in a different way, when local authority used to be the route really for all the funding, for all sorts of things, up until the Coalition Government really…Most of our contracts came through the local authority…and then we suddenly came into NCS…so it’s a tricky one to balance but it’s a good opportunity’

There is no denying that NCS and its core activities echo or replicate the (now greatly reduced) work of local authority youth clubs, but through short term seasonal ‘bursts’ rather than year-round provision. It is however entangled with these struggles and at times these services ‘appear’ within the NCS infrastructure, as one provider states:

‘we’ve got quite a lot of local authority youth services in our supply chain as well, so it was all about making sure the money devolved as far down as it could to keep, you know, to keep it at grass roots.’

Perhaps surprisingly, one provider interviewed even went as far as saying that NCS was a lifeline in austere times that ‘kept them afloat’:

‘I guess really NCS has been a lifeline for the organisation because … because of the austerity and because of the lack of funding, if it wasn’t for NCS at the level it is, I’m not sure that the organisation would look like it does now.’
Furthermore, our interviews revealed that the NCS model forced some new ways of working, creating opportunities and challenges. All RDPs (whether corporate or voluntary sector) we interviewed had diverse experiences of NCS contracts. Several organisations discussed the benefits of this model and sharing expertise:

‘It’s been the most fantastic learning experience for us as an organisation. I think it’s been a brilliant experience for all the partners, we’ve all learnt something from each other, everybody but everybody has brought something to the table, which has been wonderful.’

Many participants though spoke of the challenges involved and the difficulties of upscaling and meeting targets, particularly within rural regions, as well as the ‘bureaucracy and structure we’ve had to work with.’

The state’s role in creating a new marketplace is crucially important for understanding how NCS is reshaping the wider voluntary youth sector. For example, our research has identified an increasing competitiveness in relation to securing residential centre access. For some campsites that are aimed primarily at schools, NCS is a new income stream for the quieter school holidays. However, for those outdoor centres who usually host other voluntary youth organisations, NCS is a big player and has the capital to buy bed space far earlier in the calendar year, creating knock-on effects and tensions in the wider sector, as a provider reveals:

‘I mean he’s [NCS procurement manager] been booking kind of 15,000 bed spaces a year, and so has a pretty good kind of buying power and is able to kind of really develop the market through that process.’

Furthermore, since the advent of NCS, the wider voluntary youth sector has been under more pressure to demonstrate its impact and evidence the quality and legacy of its work, as they seek to compete and survive in this landscape (de St Croix, 2018, de St Croix, McGimpsey and Owens, 2020; Jones and Royles, 2020).

Overall, NCS has created opportunities for the voluntary sector to bid for new contracts during austere times in the face of wider state cuts to youth services. However, voluntary sector organisations and charities have only secured a piecemeal slice of the wider NCS pie. The state has then overly relied on the voluntary sector for its local expertise and recruitment of young people onto the NCS programme, yet many of these organisations do not have the cashflow to secure or maintain the most lucrative regional contracts. The effects of this
government-funded programme for other voluntary organisations outside of its infrastructure are not just financial, as they now operate within a more competitive space driven by a wider impact agenda.

One response from NCS to some of the critiques explored in this paper has been to increase the number of LDPs and work with a wider range of smaller charities and organisations in local areas. Another response to these tensions has been a structural attempt to depoliticise NCS, for example moving it out from UK Government and the civil service and into the community interest company NCS Trust, outlined earlier. NCS Trust also now act as an RDP themselves in some regions. As a state actor explained in an interview, the feeling was that:

If it is run by an independent organisation, they can get support from the wider public in a way that the Government couldn’t do, from businesses, from the wider voluntary sector, in a way that Government just couldn’t do.

However, the claim from this government official that NCS is now ‘politically neutral’, and even independent, is hard to reconcile with the reality that it is ultimately and intimately still tied to a state project (Authors, 2018) and one that impacts the voluntary sector. Once described as the ‘fastest growing youth movement of its kind in the world’, its future is in jeopardy.

Conclusions

As it enters a second decade, NCS is currently under the spotlight with its own financial pressures and recruitment challenges in the context of COVID-19 (Delahunty, 2021), as well as the shadow cast by David Cameron’s legacy (Cohen, 2021a, 2021b). It remains however the UK Government’s central investment in youth services and youth social action. These tensions are compounded as there is yet another delay to the launch of a promised Youth Investment Fund from UK Government, a ‘£500m fund to boost youth work provision across England’ (Hayes, 2021). At this milestone moment for NCS, the relationship between the state and the voluntary sector will be crucial in determining either its future success or eventual demise.

For geographers, the example of NCS reveals the increasingly blurred boundaries between the state and voluntary sector in austere times. The UK Government has sought to mimic the
traditional role of voluntary youth organisations in launching NCS, whilst simultaneously creating a competitive environment in that space with a new funding stream generating winners and losers in an already precarious sector, attracting new players to this landscape. Although our research has revealed clear benefits for a range of organisations involved in NCS, and that ultimately the state is indebted to smaller charities and organisations for many of the scheme’s achievements, our findings have also captured tensions and challenges within its infrastructure and the wider sector.

Our analysis of NCS demonstrates how this contested landscape has been reconfigured over the past decade. We have shown that the state can enrol and entice actors from the voluntary sector within its own vision and apparatus of governance, even to the extent that some organisations conceive of the programme as a ‘lifeline’ in austere times, articulating gratitude to the very same state which enacted dramatic fiscal cuts to local authorities and youth services. As such, NCS offers a distinctive realignment of both the state and voluntary sector, advancing our conceptual understandings of the relational ‘shadow state’. This is an increasingly complex and interdependent relationship, demonstrated by this latest chapter in the histories and geographies of state-funded youth services and the voluntary youth sector.

[Box]

We offer the following questions for geographers and geography educators as prompts for further discussion and debate on themes raised in this paper:

- What (if any) are your own experiences of NCS? What are your experiences of other acts of volunteering, social action, and citizenship?
- Have you observed any other changes between the state and the voluntary sector in your local area? Consider sites and settings such as libraries, museums or foodbanks and how the debates on austerity highlighted in this paper connect to ‘changing places’.
- What are the wider geographies of youth work, youth organisations and youth volunteering in other national contexts?
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